**Link up with a Tree Mob™**

Join a Tree Mob™ on Thursday, December 6 at 3:00pm. Meet near South Street Gate to learn about the twisted and gnarly cultivar of European Beech, *Fagus sylvatica* ‘Tortuosa’. Tree Mobs™ are casual interactions in the landscape and living collection with specialists at the Arnold Arboretum. Join us in the landscape for some spontaneous learning.

**Learn about future Tree Mobs™:**
- Connect on Facebook or Twitter
- Scan a QR code (below)
- Mobile Tree Mob™ (arboretum.harvard.edu/mobile/treemob.html)

---

**Fagus sylvatica** ‘Tortuosa’

The enigmatic cultivar of the European Beech, *Fagus sylvatica* ‘Tortuosa’, is a rarity in nature. Although now fairly common in cultivation, the tortuous habit of these trees still continues to puzzle botanists. Julien Bachelier will share with us the many mysteries yet to be solved. Gather at Accession #: 2420*A, just inside the South Street Gate, at 3:00pm.